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Ashal 21yo – Healed of aggressive Brain tumor
Faith is a substance the ancient scriptures declare
and Ashal a young man that has been diagnosed
with an aggressive brain tumor has taken a hold of
that substance called faith and turned it into LIFE
and hope for himself!!
Ashal is an intelligent student achieving top marks in
his studies at University in Canada. Coming from a
family living in Fiji that has loved him dearly doing all
they could to give him a bright future, little did they
know they would now be faced with the ordeal of
having to be told their son had a brain tumor..
Ashal Mishra was in Canada on an exchange
student program and collapsed suddenly and was
rushed to hospital. Doctors diagnosed Ashal as
having a very aggressive brain tumor and gave a
grim prospect at life after treating him for 7 weeks in
Hospital with chemo and radiotherapy. The doctors
told him that he realistically only had a 25% chance
of living and there was nothing else they could do…
Ashal was flown home from Canada to Fiji as there
was essentially nothing more the doctors could treat
him with.. at least he could go home and be at
peace with his family before his inevitable eternal
departure, they presumed!.
However a week prior to his arrival back home in Fiji, a family friend by the name of Dan was speaking to Ps Leo
about this young man and his plight. Ps Leo, having travelled the world for the last 33 years has seen thousands of
restorations under his own eyes (being raised from the dead himself as a child), said to Dan “cancer can be healed
regardless of the stage! Cancer must bow its knee to the word and power of God”.
Dan asked Pastor Leo if he could visit and help Ashal upon his arrival into the country the following week. Ps Leo
agreed and he and the Ministry Team immediately started praying for Ashal’s recovery. Upon his arrival back into
Fiji, Ps Leo and team visited Ashal at CWMHospital on the 14th October late afternoon and found him to be in a
grave state indeed as evidenced by the first photo above.
There was not much hope even back in Fiji for his surviving such a condition -even the local doctors were resigned
to what they thought was the inevitable. With family and friends consoling one another in the ward next to Ashal
who was lying in bed with a drip attached to him, many were choking back tears. Ps. Leo and his Team walked in
and gently started giving Ashal hope for a better future, showing him photos of before and after shots of others
around the world that had overcome many life threatening diseases and many also in Fiji that had been restored –
for he had to believe he could get well before any restoration could take place. Ashal’s mother said to Pastor “ But
we are strictly Hindu”. He said “I am not here to change your religion, I am here to show you what the power of God
can do for your son”. Then with Ashal’s and the family’s permission Ps Leo prayed and gave him some principles,
one on one as to how to overcome and what to do next. It was the most powerful time in this young man’s life.. ‘Do
I believe and do what the Pastor has just told me or do I give up and die?’
Ashal took courage and decided to live and overcome! He and his family put into practice the spiritual and natural
principles given. Pastor and his team vowed to keep upholding him in prayer and fasting for thanksgiving unto the
Lord for his full restoration. By consistently thanking God, 3 weeks later Ashal checked out of hospital and was
back home fit and very well ! 4 weeks later Ashal was able to walk and eat on his own and knows he is restored
and getting better by the day. He is now a living testimony of what hope (in his SPIRIT) and obedience (with his
SOUL & BODY) can achieve.

2 days after visit
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3 months later with mum, back at university

George – 61yo Healed of Gout and Stroke

George –Jan 15 stroke on right side and gout in foot

Gout in foot – Doctors advised to amputate

George Tabua is a stately 61 yo gentleman that is a well-known figure in the Fijian community as he has been the
Head Master of various large Government schools in Fiji (South Pacific). However a few years after retirement,
‘Master George’ as he is commonly referred to, sustained a stroke on his right side that left him incapacitated and
speechless with limited mobility. Most thought this was his fate, that was until his hopes and his prayers were
answered in early January 2015.
A former student that has loved Master George dearly as a role model for his own life, Talemo, introduced Master
George to Ps Leo and Ministerial Team hoping that he could be helped. “We are glad to say that Master George
became our A Grade student!” Ps Leo said. George was motivated for God’s help through a Man of God as his
drugs had not improved his situation and in fact his health was deteriorating to the point that his doctors had
advised him that he was now a candidate to have his foot amputated as he was at dangerous uric acid levels that
something had to be done.
He and his wonderful wife Sereana invited Ps Leo and the Ministers to their home and allowed him to pray over
George. At this stage George was not able to speak as the stroke had taken away his speech and his right side
was partially paralysed. However his wife Sereana diligently adhered to all that was explained, accepted prayer
and also took note of the lifestyle changes that were instructed them to follow and were pleasantly surprised that
with each new passing day George was metamorphosing right before their eyes into a picture of health.
We are happy to say that Master George has been completely made more than well in 5 weeks! As you can see in
the photo on the left hand side above, here he had been assisted to stand up to take a photo with his right hand
side paralysed and having severe Gout in his foot (see picture on the right hand side – severe black foot)…..

George 5 weeks later – no stroke paralysis, now walking
talking driving (full mobility) and gout all healed – no
amputation !
Within 4-5 weeks Master George now has total mobility on his right hand side, he is 15 kg lighter and is able to
walk on his own, he is talking again, and even driving again! His foot is no longer black and he has no gout and is
literally jumping for joy every day! He says his energy levels are sky high and his new way of living has done
wonders for him that he doesn’t even recognise himself after 4 weeks, let alone former students and colleagues
have to now look twice to see if it is indeed Master George !

Tevita Kalou – Healed of
acute diabetes level 32
Tevita Kalou a 56 yo man from Nausori in Fiji had lost more than
half of his body weight to a ravaging disease called diabetes…
Tevita Kalou a 56 year old man, full of life and energy had
suddenly fallen victim to this monster called Diabetes. Only a
few months ago, Tevita was solid in stature, fit and healthy he
presumed for his age, having served in the military service for
this blessed country. That was until the slow progression of this
illness of diabetes lead to an acute state of the disease which
tried to take his body and reduce him to only skin and bone.
Over a few months before the end of 2012, Tevita’s state was
grave. He was being eaten from inside as it were. In a few short
months Tevita found himself more than half his body weight, paralysed in one leg and unable to walk, bathe himself
or go to the toilet by himself. The doctors had all but given up as his body was shutting down, having seen this
scenario day in and day out, they held no hope for this man. But that is exactly what his family had for him…hope,
albeit small as much as a mustard seed..it was there. Tevita’s wife Marica and young son Jone prayed constantly
for a miracle..and it came! Ps Leo and the Ministry Team were called in to help Tevita as their last resort, as now
they were desperate.
A friend of the family made some calls and asked Ps Leo and the Team for help as they knew very well the many
successful results and healings achieved throughout the world over 3 decades. Ps Leo and the Team ran
immediately to Tevita’s aid. Upon arriving at Nausori on December 3 Tevita was found lying on the bed barely able
to speak with the Pastor, as the light of life was growing dim within him.
347 million people worldwide have Diabetes. It has become one of the major causes of premature illness
– World Health Organisation
Ps Leo then with permission, prayed over Tevita and managed to get his nod to simply BELIEVE that God Almighty
would restore him. Ps Leo and the Team then spent a few hours with the family in giving them advice and
understanding as to how Tevita could be restored. That it was a 3 part process of concentrating on dealing with the
SPIRIT then the BODY and then the SOUL- that is attacking this war on his body on a spiritual and natural front.
Marica took close attention to the instructions given by Pastor Leo and the Team of Ministers. Ps Leo promised
them that he and the Team would continue to fast for him and uphold him in prayer throughout the night…
Even though trembling with fear, the family united around their beloved husband and father and in true selfless love
(Jone giving up his tertiary studies to care for dad, and Marica his wife attending to him hour by hour) they agreed
to do all that Ps Leo said to do. That very same night after prayer the true test of faith came for the family. Tevita
was ordered back into Wainabokasi Hospital in Nausori again as Doctors and nurses held him in grave danger. His
blood sugar levels were at an acute level of 31.6 and they said he had to be taken in.
The family very worried, were grasping now for God to answer. Unbeknown to them, a miracle was just around the
corner!! (Meanwhile much prayer and fasting was happening for Tevita around the clock by Ps Leo and the
Ministers).

slipping away hours left

out of coma in 2 days

3 months later

It was a few days later on the 6th December that Ps Leo and the Team went to visit Tevita in Hospital. Marica, his
wife told Pastor that they had all witnessed an amazing phenomenon.
After Ps Leo and the Team prayed, the hospital had taken him in early evening and his blood sugar was at an
acute level of 31.6. But by the very next morning the levels dropped to 25 and had dropped quickly. Later that
afternoon it had dropped to 12 and over the next day and a half it had reached an amazingly normal blood level of
5.7. Oh the amazing relief and joy in the family’s hearts as they realised that the power of prayer and fasting and
selfless love of strangers for a dying man in such an extreme circumstance and trusting in Almighty God was
outworking his healing power on Tevita right under their watchful eyes.
Ps Leo and the Ministerial team and the Kalou family rejoiced together to see the Almighty’s hand move upon the
precious life of Tevita and to know that with God – all things are possible to those that dare to believe with their
whole heart..!

Aminiasi - 3yo Septic Hip arthritis HEALED
In August 2014 little Aminiasi a 3 year old boy from the rural town of Deuba in Fiji was rushed to Hospital suffering
from Septic Hip – a painful infection of the hip with puss accumulated around his hip joint that was causing extreme
pain, limping and very high fever.
The Doctors at the Hospital in Suva Fiji decided they had to operate to remove the infection immediately. The
Doctors were concerned as he had presented in an acute state and was deteriorating fast. He underwent surgery
but his frail body was not settling after the operation. His young mother Elizabeth and father Iliesa were very
anxious that their little boy would not survive the operation. He then slowly stabilised and was eventually
discharged and sent home. But as time passed their fears grew worse as his fever was increasing and not
decreasing. He was admitted and rushed to hospital the second time for surgery as the infection had not been fully
removed and he was in acute pain. By this time he had been severely weakened and yet another test was coming
their way. Little 3yo Aminiasi had then soon after developed Pneumonia in his chest and had to have his chest
drained of fluid.

Little fighter…
Whilst in hospital, Elizabeth his mother was constantly by his side never once leaving him over a 2 month period.
Then something unexpected happened. Aminiasi was administered an overdose of morphine and went into an
acute state and rushed into ICU (Intensive Care Unit) and placed on life support. His situation was now life
threatening.
Iliesa cried out to God in prayer and desperation and within a few hours, through a series of events, Ps Leo was
counselling him and he called the Ministers to join him in fasting and prayer to uphold the child and counselled both
parents as to what they had to do to cleanse themselves spiritually to help Aminiasi. They immediately both did so
with all their hearts. Aminiasi, a day later came out of ICU and stabilised. The doctors told the parents that they
wanted to do a 3rd surgery on the young child when he was strong enough for they feared he may not be able to
walk again if the infection returned aggressively again but Elizabeth refused and after a short while decided to take
him home.
Elizabeth and Iliesa sought further help from Ps Leo and Ministers Joe and Mari and were counselled on what to
feed the child and what lifestyle changes to institute in order to make sure the child was adequately equipped with
all he needed to ward off any infection and nutrition levels were stabilised to give him a fighting chance at leading a
normal life.
As each day went by Aminiasi became stronger and stronger and his body was successfully fighting off the Septic
hip infection. In a few short weeks this little 3yo fighter’s strength returned full vigor where he was running and
jumping and fighting fit again – as if his life threatening ordeal had been nothing !! His hip and legs are now
functioning normally and one year on, Aminiasi is a fit and healthy beaming 4yo child !

Joeli 51yo fully recovers from terminal kidney failure
“I had been deteriorating for 4 months as the kidney removal operation I had in Kenya was causing complications.
Now my good kidney was failing me …”
Joeli Daveta a 51 year old security guard for the UN based in Sudan was diagnosed with Stage 5 kidney failure. As
his options were limited in Sudan Africa at the posting where he was situated, he sought medical help in Kenya.
Joeli and his family recount that Joeli underwent surgery to remove a badly diseased and malfunctioning kidney.
His prospects were not good. He had Stage 5 kidney failure. As he recovered enough, he decided to go back home
to Fiji to be cared for by his family. However as the days and months rolled past his health condition was
worsening. His only kidney that he had left was not able to function properly and was becoming acutely stressed.
A family member that was attending a Church in Suva Fiji mentioned their relative to Bertha, their Pastor’s wife
who told them about Ps Leo and his work in Fiji and that they could definitely get some help from the Team. The
call was made and the appointment arranged for the Ps Leo and the Ministers to visit Joeli by his bedside (on
Tuesday 26th May) as he had been unable to move much for the previous 4 months deteriorating rapidly.

As the Team arrived, the large caring family had been keeping a vigil by his bedside. Being informed of his
condition with much detail and concern by the family they were desperate by this stage as the local hospital had
repeatedly refused to administer his medication through his veins as they said because he had his operation in
Kenya, they couldn’t help him with post-operative care. So the family were now begging God for help as they were
helpless.
So after a few hours of consulting with the family and Joeli present, all were determined to help him as much as
they could with what was imparted to them. Many of the family there were shedding tears that they’re prayers were
finally being answered. A tangible hope was growing in all their hearts to see Joeli restored.
Prayer was offered to Joeli and he willingly accepted, lifestyle changes were instructed and dietary changes were
advised.

Miracle
The Very next day something miraculous took place. Joeli got up from his bed and declared to the family that he
was feeling well. He started walking around the house and more and more he strengthened as the day passed. He
knew something had changed within him and he was feeling strength being regained throughout his entire body.
The family were elated to see Joeli walking around slowly at first but then gaining strength. He was getting stronger
by the day that he said to his family he was going back to work in Sudan !! The family was stunned but rejoicing so
much that they decided to check into a resort on the Coral Coast of Fiji for a week to celebrate his recovery and
take time out to thank God for what had taken place.
Joeli is truly a walking miracle he is strengthening each day and has fixed his departure back to work overseas for
the end of June 15 ! Absolutely Awe-inspiring !

Vito 35yo- fibroids gone in 4 wks
I am just so thankful that words cannot express my gratitude
Vito, a normally bubbly 35yo mother of 2 young children that lives in
rural Fiji, had been literally carrying around a heavy burden for 2 years
in the form of a fibroid growing in her womb.
A fibroid, she was explained is a benign tumor of muscle tissue that
originates from the smooth muscle layer in the womb or uterus. Fibroids
are the most common benign tumors in females and typically found
during the middle and later reproductive years, and even though large
fibroids can grow to up to 9cm in diameter, Vito’s had grown to over
13cm causing her extreme pain.
Vito had this condition since February 2013 and had been admitted to hospital and treated but to no avail. This
growth kept getting bigger and more painful till January 2015 when it was so large that most people in the street
who saw her, would ask her when she was due to give birth – thinking she was around 8 months pregnant ! She
started to feel very self-conscious and anxious each time she went out.
The condition became serious that the doctors at the hospital wanted to schedule Vito for an operation. Vito didn’t
want to go through the trauma of an operation so she sought alternative help. Ps Leo and the Ministers were called
to visit Vito at her home. Vito accepted prayer and education on nutritional and lifestyle changes and miraculously
after enduring this extraordinary pain for 2 full years, within 4 short weeks she has been transformed into a brand
new human being!
From mid January 2015 – to mid February 2015 Vito’s fibroid went down so rapidly that she now looks absolutely
AMAZING! The fibroid has been reduced by an estimated 90%. Vito says she feels absolutely and incredibly
fantastic – no more protruding stomach, full of energy and vitality. When we saw her after 4 weeks we almost didn’t
recognise her. What a remarkable transformation in only 4 weeks!

Vito – January 2015 with fibroid for over 2 yrs

Feb 2015 – 4 weeks later fibroid gone !

Maca 40yo – overcomes Stage 5
Kidney Failure
Maca, a young 40 yo mother of three boys aged between 5 and 17, was
facing a serious health condition after discovering last September (2014)
that she was diagnosed with stage 5 kidney failure, the final stage of
this disease.
Knowing what this outcome meant as she is a Practicing Nurse
specialising in Mental Health with the Fiji Health Department, Maca was
looking for an answer. That answer came when a concerned doctor
colleague referred her to see Ps. Leo and his Team as he knew that this
was going to be her last chance at recovery. She had been on dialysis
and her condition was not improving. Grave fears were held for Maca
and this was her last hope…
Maca with stage 5 kidney failure

Before seeing Ps Leo Maca’s vitals were;
•
•
•
•
•

Hypertension and diabetes since 2009 – taking medication for both
Stage 5 kidney failure – on dialysis since September 2014
Her hemoglobin count was 3-4 and at best on dialysis it would rise only to 8
High blood pressure at 200/110
Heavy and short breathing and pain in her legs that limited her strength

Maca was then counselled by Ps Leo and Team over a few consultations. Much information and counselling was
imparted to her and lifestyle changes were implemented immediately. The Team had to work fast to arrest the
disease.
Four days after the initial meeting where the Team targeted improvements in her
body, soul and spirit her vitals changed dramatically. Ps Leo and Team saw her
after 4 days and her test results showed that her hemoglobin level that was
previously sitting at level 3-4 had now shot up to an incredible level – it was now
at the normal level of 12 !!! More oxygen and more red blood cells in her blood
essentially!
12 days on and her Creatinine level tests, which indicates the deficiency of
filtration in the kidneys, that were previously at a high level of 2100 (very
deficient) came in at an absolutely normal level of 1200.
Her blood pressure also was dramatically reduced going from 200/110 down to
138/80.
More than anything else, Maca has boundless energy, her life has completely
changed in 2-3 weeks. Her Spirit is renewed, her soul is overjoyed and her
body feels transformed.
Another walking miracle !

Maca 4 days later with improved results

Other missionary works

Amos – Cyclone Feb 2016 – complete devastation of Amos and family’s home.
We were able to provide food and basic household cleaning items to get them back on track and also contributed
to building materials to rebuild his dwelling place.

We provided building materials to help them rebuild and Amos and Cass were so grateful as they hadn’t received
any aid and were desperate…

